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Abstract

Due to the increasing prevalence of multicore micro-
processors and accelerator technologies in modern super-
computer design, new techniques for designing scientific
applications are needed, in order to efficiently leverage
all of the power inherent in these systems. The dataflow
programming paradigm is well-suited to application de-
sign for distributed and heterogeneous systems than other
techniques. Traditionally in dataflow middleware, applica-
tion data domains are statically partitioned and distributed
among the processors using a demand-driven algorithm.
Unfortunately, this task scheduling technique can cause
severe load imbalances in heterogeneous environments. Fur-
thermore, in the presence of different types of processors,
the optimum datasize can be different for each processor
type. To solve the load imbalance problem and to leverage
the optimum datasize dynamicity in a dataflow framework,
we present an algorithm which automatically partitions the
application workspace. By putting this partitioning into the
purview of the dataflow runtime system, we can adaptively
change the size of databuffers and correctly balance the
load. Experiments with four applications show that our
technique allows developers to skip the tedious and error-
prone step of manually tuning the data granularity. Our
technique is always competitive with the best-known data
partitioning for these experiments, and can beat it under
certain constraints.

1. Introduction

The high-performance computing world is in the midst of
a major paradigm shift. The increased on-die parallelism of
multicore processors, and the increased programming flex-
ibility of current high-computational throughput accelerator
devices such as graphics processing units (GPUs) combine
to make modern clustered supercomputers into hierarchical,
heterogeneous systems [1], [2], [3]. Designing applications
for such complex, heterogeneous systems is challenging, and
few solutions are offered to these challenges by traditional
parallel and distributed programming technologies such as
pthreads and MPI. However, even with these challenges,

recent research has shown that using GPUs and CPUs in
concert can yield better performance than by simply using
the accelerators [4], [5].

The dataflow programming paradigm [6] and in par-
ticular the filter-stream paradigm are uniquely suited to
designing large-scale, data-intensive scientific applications
for complex, heterogeneous, distributed computer systems.
The simple abstraction exposed by dataflow programming
and supported by dataflow runtime middleware systems,
such as DataCutter [7] and Anthill [8], provides developers
with an excellent solution for dealing with the complexi-
ties of modern scientific application design for distributed,
heterogeneous supercomputers.

Most distributed programming paradigms (including filter-
stream) leave to the developer the task of finding the right
data decomposition granularity for their application. Since
filter-stream programs operate on data in discrete chunks
called databuffers, and since static analysis of distributed
applications is difficult, the size of the databuffer must be
tuned empirically, not only to find the “best” databuffer size
for each processor type, but also to balance the competing
demands of cache locality, network throughput, network
latency, and overlap of communication with computation.
Since different dataflow applications have distinct task lay-
outs, communication patterns, and amounts of computation,
this tuning step must be performed for every application.
Further, the same application can have more than one
optimal databuffer size, since the system configuration (in-
cluding processor types, network topology, system size)
can affect the choice. Using a sub-optimal databuffer size
can significantly increase the overall application’s execution
time. Therefore, to help developers extract the best perfor-
mance from their filter-stream applications, we should allow
the middleware to tune the databuffer size automatically.

Traditional load-balancing techniques for dataflow appli-
cations include demand-driven solutions [7], [8] and work-
stealing solutions [9], where dataflow tasks with higher
processing rates request data more quickly, and process more
of the databuffers in the application. However, with hetero-
geneous processors and a static databuffer size, the load can
become unbalanced at the end of the application’s execution,
due to the longer execution times of slower processors. This



situation is exacerbated when certain processors, such as
accelerators, are much faster than others, such as CPUs.
Worse, different system or application configurations can
change the balance between network usage, databuffer queue
length, and communication overlap.

To solve these problems, we present an adaptive technique
for tuning the databuffer size for large-scale dataflow appli-
cations and a load-balancing technique based on modeling
heterogeneous dataflow task processing rates and automatic
workspace partitioning. By using a simple programming
interface, developers can write dataflow applications that
are automatically tuned for the best performance, where the
load is nearly perfectly balanced across all of the available
computational resources.

This adaptive technique has been implemented in the
DataCutter [7] middleware, a runtime system supporting
the dataflow programming abstraction. We experimentally
validate the effectiveness of our approach on two real
applications and two synthetic applications.

The rest of the paper is organized into five sections.
Section 2 discusses the differences between our intent and
previous works. Section 3 presents the targeted application
model in more formal terms. In Section 4, we present our
algorithms for adaptive databuffer size tuning and automatic
workspace partitioning and load balancing. Section 5 shows
the results of experiments conducted with two microbench-
mark applications, and two real-world, large-scale dataflow
applications. In Section 6 we present our conclusions and
discuss future work.

2. Related Works

There is a wealth of research related to our problem.
ATLAS [10] uses compile-time performance tests to tune
its implementations of linear algebra operations. FFTW [11]
tunes data structures and algorithms at runtime to efficiently
perform FFT operations. In [12], the authors discuss adaptive
techniques for improving the performance of MPI collective
communication operations. Thus, automatic tuning for a va-
riety of fine-grained kernels and for general communication
patterns is not new; however, our approach begins to develop
a runtime framework which can automatically tune and load
balance general dataflow applications, provided they fit the
application model.

Research into mapping and scheduling of static or dy-
namic programs onto heterogeneous resources also informs
this work [13]. However, our work differs from the research
in this field because the focus there is on the scheduling
of tasks under various constraints, such as heterogeneous
execution times and hardware capabilities. These algorithms
do not attempt to subdivide tasks or data in any way; the
applications are considered immutable input.

The Divisible Load Scheduling (DLS) model [14] is the
closest related theoretical work. In DLS, a large amount of

data has to be processed in parallel by multiple processors.
The main concerns are “what fraction of the data should a
processor process?” and “how to schedule the data commu-
nications?” Models in this area usually consider large time
intervals so that any discrete effect in the computation can be
omitted. Therefore, the models often consider the platform
to be static and the buffer of the processors to be infinite.
The beginning and ending of the computation are also fre-
quently neglected. However, newer work such as [15] intro-
duces heuristic solutions for scheduling communications and
computation, including the collection of the results of the
computation. Our work differs from this work in two main
respects. DLS requires accurate knowledge of the system’s
computation and communication rates for scheduling. Our
intent is to provide a real system for dataflow application
development, without requiring developers to perform any
tedious parameter discovery themselves. DLS also focuses
on the steady-state, whereas real-world applications can
perform all of their work without reaching any steady-state
condition.

Also closely related to our work are software runtime
systems which adaptively tune the work partitioning for
single systems with heterogeneous hardware. Qilin [4] and
Harmony [16] both target single-node systems with mul-
ticore CPUs and accelerator hardware such as GPUs and
field-programmable gate arrays. Qilin conducts a static work
partitioning by executing a training run with various work
sizes for each processor type, while Harmony adaptively
subdivides the application tasks to the various processing
resources at runtime. Both of these systems use the CPU
and GPU in concert to achieve faster processing than by
using either alone. GPUSs [17] is an OpenMP-like pro-
gramming framework which automatically creates parallel
code for multiple GPUs from annotated C code. By using
knowledge about the data locations, tasks can be scheduled
to run on the correct GPU without excessive data move-
ment. StarPU [18] is a single-node dataflow programming
framework and runtime engine which uses work-stealing
to balance the workload. All of these systems only target
single computational nodes, whereas our target is to handle
distributed resources.

Additionally, dataflow systems which attempt to balance
the application load are comparable to our work. River [19]
uses a distributed queue and a simple load balancing tech-
nique for producer-consumer application task relationships.
We have collaborated with the authors of Anthill [5] on
algorithms for scheduling dataflow applications where the
amount of work is not known prior to runtime. Coign [20]
focuses on partitioning the dataflow graph to perform
a static runtime data decomposition, whereas Cilk [9],
Charm++ [21], ACDS [22], and TelegraphCQ [23] perform
automatic load balancing as well as application partitioning.
Capsules [24] allows developers to tune their application’s
task and data granularity with a simple parameterization



scheme. More recently, MapReduce frameworks for hetero-
geneous systems such as Merge [25] have been designed. In
these systems, a manual databuffer size (or data granularity)
tuning step must be performed to achieve the best application
performance. Our technique automatically performs this
tuning step at runtime. Thus, our work is complementary
to the research in this field, and indeed, could be directly
implemented in many of these dataflow runtime systems.

3. Application and System Model

The filter-stream programming model [7] (a specific
implementation of the dataflow programming model [6])
implements computations as a set of components, referred
to as filters, that exchange data through logical streams.
A stream denotes a uni-directional data flow from some
filters (i.e., the producers) to others (i.e., the consumers).
Data flows along these streams in untyped databuffers so
as to minimize various system overheads. A layout is a
filter ontology which describes the set of application tasks,
streams, and the connections required for the computation. A
placement is one instance of a layout with actual filter copy
to physical processor mappings. A filter can be replicable,
if it is stateless; for instance, if a filter’s output for a
given databuffer does not depend on the ones it processed
previously, it is stateless and replicable. Traditionally, the
filter-stream programming model is used through a middle-
ware runtime system, which sits on top of the operating
system(s) of the involved computational nodes and provides
the dataflow interface abstraction to the application. Figure 1
shows an example filter-stream layout and placement.

Figure 1. Example Filter-stream Application Layout and
Placement

In the filter-stream programming model, filters perform
all of the computation in the application. Data flows through
streams and into filters, and undergoes transformations in-
side the filters. Filter functions can transform data in a num-
ber of ways, ranging from one-to-one databuffer functions,

to data join functions (where one or more databuffers are
required from more than one stream), to data split functions
(where more than one databuffer is created based on a single
input databuffer). In the filter-stream model, application de-
velopers are only responsible for writing the filter functions
and determining the filter and stream layout. The filter-
stream model is ideal for programming for heterogeneous
processor types, because the architecture-specific details are
hidden inside the filter function; provided the same data
structure interface is used by two implementations of the
same filter function targeted at two different architectures,
they can be used interchangeably.

In this paper, we assume that the workload is finitely
divisible, subject to minimum and maximum databuffer size
constraints, which stem from application-specific constraints
and hardware constraints such as memory size. Since the
range of acceptable databuffer sizes can be large, and
can dramatically affect the overall execution time of the
application, the databuffer size is an important parameter to
choose carefully (this will be shown in Section 5). We also
assume that there is a monotonically increasing execution
time for increasing databuffer sizes for all processor types.
The simplest workload is 1-dimensional, and represents a
simple reduction operation on a 1-d vector of input data.
An image analysis operation which operates on 2-d images
and produces a feature vector represents a 3-d work area.
The work area definition simply needs to match the dataflow
application’s requirements.

This work focuses on appropriately choosing the
databuffer size. Therefore we restrict our study to the
following case. The application has a single input filter and
a single output filter, respectively called the source and the
sink. We assume that all the internal filters (i.e., all but the
source and the sink) are replicable. The machine executing
the internal filters is composed of a set P of processors
which can be completely heterogeneous. The application is
mapped to the processors so that each processor executes
one copy of all the internal filters and no communication
between the processors occur. Therefore, a databuffer will
be processed exclusively by one processor (we will use the
terms “filter” and “processor” interchangeably).

This model is not that restrictive. First, all the filters of
an application may not be replicable, but the part of the
layout which is replicable fits this model. Second, it might be
interesting to exchange databuffers between the processors
that execute the internal filters. But this is likely to saturate
the communication network. Moreover, this constraint is
common in scheduling algorithms that decide the placement
of replicable filters (see [26]). Finally, this type of model
fits a large number of applications such as scientific image
analysis, audio/video compression, and numerical solvers.



4. Adaptive Algorithm For Work Partitioning

In this section, we will describe our adaptive databuffer
size tuning and load balancing algorithm. There are two
parts to our method. The first part is a performance model
which tracks each databuffer’s execution time. By continu-
ally tracking the execution time of databuffers in the system,
we can choose the databuffer with the fastest processing
rate. The second part of the method is a dataflow work
partitioner. By using the performance model, the work
partitioner streams databuffers to the downstream processors
with the aim of balancing the load.

The programming interface for the databuffer process-
ing rate performance model contains only three func-
tions and does not use application-specific information,
allowing it to be used with any application. Calls to
add data point() add new data to the performance model.
Meanwhile, get next buffer size() returns the next sug-
gested databuffer size and best processing rate() esti-
mates the processing rate for a processor. We use a simple
prediction technique. For a given databuffer size, only the
latest information is kept in the performance model. The
fastest buffer size is the one that maximizes the process-
ing rate (buffer size divided by computation time). As a
bootstrap step, this prediction technique will initially suggest
every possible buffer size at least once. Therefore, the first
calls to the get next buffer size() function sweep the
whole range of possible values for the buffer size. After
this bootstrap period, the performance model will return the
buffer size which gives the highest expected processing rate.

During bootstrap, the range of possible databuffer sizes re-
turned by get next buffer size() is given by a databuffer
sizing function. We have used a simple function, which
doubles the size of the dimensions of the previously returned
tile, until the maximum size is reached. Thus, the developer
only needs to provide the minimum and maximum databuffer
sizes. These values are affected by the specific processing
requirements of the application, as well as the memory and
network constraints of the target hardware system. These
values are not overly burdensome to request. Additionally,
users can provide their own databuffer sizing function, if
their application’s work area partitioning requirements are
not met by the default function.

We experimented with using a linear least-squares regres-
sion to provide a linear model for databuffer processing
rates, but found that in the face of varying system load, the
linear equation produced by the regression was unsuitable
for use in this context. In particular, during the bootstrap
stage of the dynamic load balancing algorithm, unstable
estimated execution times could dramatically damage the
overall execution time of the application, by suggesting sub-
optimal databuffer sizes.

Algorithm 1 shows the main Adaptive Partitioning Con-
troller (APC) pseudocode. APC relies on estimated process-

ing rates for all of the processors in the system. To bootstrap,
APC starts by sending to every processor a single, minimum-
sized databuffer to initialize the performance model.

Then, using a simple round robin scheme, APC sends
databuffers to each processor having less than T time units
of work queued. After bootstrap, the size of the databuffer
sent to a processor is the one with the fastest expected
processing rate. APC allocates work to each processor such
that the system achieves perfect load balance. When the
remaining work is low, and the databuffer size suggested
by the performance model is too large, APC will send a
smaller databuffer (even if the databuffer sizing function is
still in the bootstrap phase). By doing so, we prioritize load
balance over processing rate at the end of the application’s
execution. Frequently (exactly after receiving a reply from
all the processors), the amount of work each processor
should be given is updated using PARTITION(); this
allows APC to react quickly to changing system conditions.

The initial workload is in queue. For our targeted ap-
plication type, the queued workload represents the amount
of work to be performed by the application. Since APC is
oblivious to application specifics, it is up to the developer
to choose a work space which can be interpreted in the
application domain. For instance, in a 2-d image analysis
application, the queued workload would consist of a set of
(r, c) pairs representing several images of a certain number
of rows and columns. APC will tile these (r, c) pairs into
(r, c, x, y) tuples, which represent contiguous subtiles of a
certain number of rows and columns, and starting at a certain
(x, y) point in the original image. The analysis application
will then process these image subtiles.

Currently, APC supports divisible workloads of the type
discussed above. APC automatically tiles these work areas
by initially dividing the entire workarea into the maximum
allowed tile size; smaller subtiles are made out of larger
tiles hierarchically. For example, the applications discussed
in Section 5 use tiles of size 32 x 32 up to 1024 x 1024, in
powers of 2.

Algorithm 2 shows pseudocode for the PARTITION()
function which provides the amount of work each processor
should be allocated. The function calculates the estimated
amount of time each processor’s queued work will take
to complete; it uses this information to allocate to each
processor enough work to last max time. It then distributes
the remaining work to the processors proportionally to their
processing rate. If PARTITION() runs out of work before
all of the processors are given sufficient work to match
the longest running processor, then that longest running
processor will set the application end time anyway; by not
actually queuing more than T time units of work to any
processor in Algorithm 1, we ensure the load imbalance is
no worse than T .



Algorithm 1 Adaptive Partitioning Controller
1: function APC(T, queue)
2: for all processor p ∈ P do

3: size = get next buffer size(p)
4: tile = queue.fetch(size)
5: send work(p, tile)
6: loop |P | times
7: receive (p, tile, timing, block = true)
8: add data point(p, size, timing)
9: replied = P

10: p = 0
11: while !queue.empty() do

12: if replied = P then

13: alloc work = PARTITION(queued work,
queue)

14: replied = ∅
15: block = (∀p� ∈ P,

queued work[p�]

best processing rate(p�)
> T )

16: if receive (p�, tile, timing, block) then

17: add data point(p�,size, timing)
18: replied = replied ∪ {p�}
19: queued work[p�] -= size

20: if
queued work[p]

best processing rate(p)
< T then

21: size = min (alloc work[p],
get next buffer size(p))

22: tile = queue.fetch(size)
23: send work(p, tile)
24: queued work[p] += size

25: alloc work[p] -= size

26: p = (p + 1) mod |P |

Algorithm 2 Adaptive Dataflow Work Partitioner
1: function PARTITION(queued work, work)
2: procrate =

�
p∈P best processing rate(p)

3: for all processor p ∈ P do

4: queue time[p] = queued work[p]

best processing rate(p)

5: max time = maxp∈P {queue time[p]}
6: for all processor p ∈ P do

7: alloc[p] = min{(max time− queue time[p])×
best processing rate(p), work}

8: work = work − alloc[p]
9: for all processor p ∈ P do

10: alloc[p]+ = work×best processing rate(p)
procrate

11: return alloc

5. Application Experiments

5.1. Experimental setting

To validate the performance of our adaptive databuffer
tuning and load balancing algorithm, we used two micro-
benchmark applications and two real-world data-intensive
applications. All these applications match our application
model (see Section 3).

Our first real-world application is a biomedical image
analysis (BIA) application [27]. In this application, highly

magnified digital images of specially prepared biopsy tissue
samples are processed using cooccurrence matrices and
operators called linear binary patterns to determine the
texture of the tissue found in the biopsy sample. The texture
determination affects the prognosis for the patient. This
is a time-consuming, error-prone process for human slide
readers to perform, and the goal of this application is to
reduce error and increase analysis throughput. The digitized
images can be over 100K x 100K pixels, and many slides are
often analyzed as part of a patient’s study. The processing
requirements are a good match for the GPU’s manycore
architecture and high memory bandwidth; hence, speedups
of up to 45x as compared to a reference CPU implementation
can be obtained. Our dataflow implementation includes a
set of storage nodes whose sole job is to store the full
decompressed image in memory and serve subtiles to re-
questing filters. We replicate the stored image data over
several “frontend” nodes to provide sufficient memory and
network bandwidth to serve the “backend” processing nodes.

Our second real-world application is a synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) imaging application [28]. By processing the
input samples through a radar backprojection step, we can
create images from input radar return data. The simple
backprojection algorithm used here is a triple loop where
each input vector of radar return data is applied to each pixel
of the output image. Because backprojection is a pleasingly
parallel application, and because the filter execution times
are more dependent on the number of output pixels created,
we partition the output space into tiles. The inputs to the
application are small, and therefore we broadcast them at
the beginning of the application execution. The computation
style is very well-suited to the GPU, and so we see enormous
speedups (up to 175x) when compared to a simple, single
CPU core implementation of the algorithm.

The two microbenchmark applications are intended to give
our application-space more coverage in terms of different
processing rate ratios between the CPU cores and the
GPUs. Since some processing functions are better suited
than others to specialized acceleration processors like GPUs,
there can a wide range of speedup values for GPU code, as
compared to a CPU core. Thus, we wanted to ensure that
our techniques work for a wide range of speedup values.
Therefore, our microbenchmark codes fill in the smaller end
of the spectrum, where the GPU is only 5x and 10x faster
than one CPU core, respectively. These slower speedup
values are found in applications which require complex
data structures, which have a large amount of conditional
code execution, or which have an irregular data access
pattern. Examples of applications with lower speedup ratios
which fall within our application target area can be found
in [29] and [30]. These applications would get the most
benefit from using both CPUs and GPUs. Ideally, we would
have used real applications with smaller GPU speedups as
opposed to our microbenchmarks, but could not complete the



implementation of suitable applications in time to appear in
this paper.

Instead, both of the microbenchmark applications are
based on the real-world SAR application. To provide a
realistic benchmark, we have kept the input data and output
data requirements the same as SAR. Further, the replacement
GPU filter calculates its processing time for each databuffer
by using a constant 10 millisecond wait time as well as
a proportional processing time according to the work area
described by the databuffer. No code actually runs on the
GPU, and the output data produced by the replacement GPU
filter is not intended to be correct, as compared to the SAR
application. Inside the busy wait “GPU” filter, we simply
used a call to usleep().

Table 1 shows the single CPU core and single GPU
execution times for each of the four applications and for
each of the databuffer sizes used in our testing.

Table 1. Single tile execution times in milliseconds for
four applications

App. Tile size CPU core GPU Speedup

5:1 32 x 32 206 52 4.0
µbench- 64 x 64 840 174 4.8
mark #1 128 x 128 3 306 666 5.0

256 x 256 13 045 2 633 5.0
512 x 512 52 234 10 497 5.0

10:1 32 x 32 205 31 6.5
µbench- 64 x 64 831 92 8.9
mark #2 128 x 128 3 306 338 9.8

256 x 256 13 059 1 322 9.9
512 x 512 52 339 5 254 10.0

Bio- 32 x 32 0.37 1.58 0.2
medical 64 x 64 1.31 1.86 0.7
Image 128 x 128 5.23 2.07 2.5
Analysis 256 x 256 20.22 2.64 7.7

512 x 512 81.00 3.80 21.3
1024 x 1024 354.25 7.82 45.3

SAR 32 x 32 205 18 11.1
Imaging 64 x 64 820 19 42.1

128 x 128 3 256 36 88.7
256 x 256 13 023 91 142.5
512 x 512 52 449 324 161.6

Our experimental testbed was the Ohio Supercomputer
Center’s Glenn cluster, which has recently been upgraded
with Tesla Quadroplex 2200 S4 rack-mounted GPUs. Each
node in our cluster has dual-socket quad-core AMD Opteron
2380 processors running at 2.5 GHz, 24 GB of system
memory, and two Quadro FX 5800 GPUs, each with 4 GB of
memory. The nodes are connected with 20 Gps Infiniband.
The operating system kernel is Linux 2.6.18 with glibc
2.5. We used GCC 4.1.2 with -O3 optimizations. The GPU
programming framework is CUDA toolkit 2.3.

The Adaptive Partitioning Controller (APC) has been
implemented in DataCutter [7]. We compare APC against the
Demand-Driven (DD) controller built into DataCutter which

uses a user-configurable static databuffer size and controls
the rate at which databuffers are sent to each processing
filter by how quickly they are processed there. The tile sizes
chosen for the experiments are the ones reported in Table 1.
This table presents the computation time in milliseconds for
both a single CPU core and a single GPU as well as the
speedup of the GPU over one CPU core. The time shown in
bold font is the tile size that achieve the highest processing
processing rate for each processor type in each application.
It is worth noting that on the microbenchmarks and the SAR
imaging application, the choice of the tile size for the CPU
impacts the processing rate by less than 1%. The case of the
BIA application is different. Indeed, the CPU’s processing
rates for tiles from 32x32 to 512x512 are similar, whereas
using 1024x1024 tiles is 10% slower. Meanwhile, the choice
of the tile size is always crucial when running filters on the
GPU.

5.2. Results and analysis

The running time of the experiments are reported in
Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5. Each figure corresponds to one
application and presents execution times using different
distribution policies while varying the system configuration.
Depending on the figures, the execution times of policies
which did not fit into the range of the y-axis for the chart
are omitted to improve the figure clarity. The execution
times shown in the figures are averages of 5 runs. The
average standard deviation for the two microbenchmarks is
less than 1%, while the maximum is over 5% (usually due to
one or two experiment configurations with widely variable
results). SAR has an average standard deviation of 1.5% and
a maximum value of 6.4%. For BIA, the average standard
deviation is 3.0% and the maximum value (except for one
very variable system configuration) is 6.4%. For the two
microbenchmarks, we analyzed 10 1K x 1K images. For
the BIA application, we analyzed 20 25K x 25K images,
while the backprojection application analyzed 100 2K x 2K
images.

Figures 2 and 3 show the results of our two microbench-
marks, with a 5:1 and 10:1 GPU to CPU core processing
rate ratio, respectively. The first thing to notice is that
the optimal databuffer size is different for different system
configurations. For both microbenchmark applications, the
fastest execution times for the homogeneous GPU-only
configurations are found when using the largest tile size.
When adding CPU filters to the system configuration, we
would expect the application execution time to decrease.
This is not the case for the 512 x 512 tile size, because the
runtime of a 512 x 512 tile on the CPU takes over 50 seconds
(see Table 1). Therefore, we must use a smaller tile size to
improve the load balance. APC handles this automatically,
always coming very near the fastest DD configuration’s
execution time. For a few system configurations, APC even
beats all of the DD results.



APC is competitive with all of the demand driven
scheme’s different configurations. A well-tuned demand
driven scheduling policy is very effective at executing
dataflow applications in homogeneous cases. Therefore, the
extra initial bootstrap overhead and the work area fragmenta-
tion of APC makes it difficult to beat those results. However,
in all cases, APC comes very close to the best DD result. For
both of the microbenchmarks, 10 images do not represent a
large amount of work for the system; there are only 40 of
the largest allowed 512 x 512 databuffers. While this may be
a reasonable amount of work in the application domain, this
represents the worst-case scenario for an adaptive system.
There is not much time to perform the load balancing before
the entire application exits.
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Figure 3. Microbenchmark #2 with 10:1 GPU:CPU core
speedup; 4 Nodes; 10 1K x 1K Images

Figure 4 shows the results of running the BIA applica-
tion on 4 nodes with various system configurations. The
system configurations listed are only the nodes devoted to
processing; as discussed previously, we use 4 nodes for
decompressed image storage, in order to provide sufficient
memory and network bandwidth. For this experiment we
analyzed 20 25K x 25K images. Smaller tile sizes than
512 are possible, but these configurations give extremely
poor performance due to memory and network bandwidth

contention, and as such are not shown (even though the
single-tile CPU fastest processing rate is for the 256 x 256
tile size).

The values shown in Table 1 show that the CPU and
GPU have different optimal tile sizes; the CPU reaches its
maximum processing rate at a tile size of 256 x 256, while
the GPU’s best performance is at 1024 x 1024. Therefore, a
static choice of tile sizes is insufficient. Certainly, using two
tile sizes would be possible, and would give each processor
type its preferred tile size. However, using an incorrect tile
size for the GPU could increase the computation time by a
significant amount, as can be seen from Table 1. Further,
statically partitioning the entire work area into different
groups, from which the two tile sizes could be partitioned
would be insufficient if the system configuration were to
change. Our APC algorithm shows that by conducting this
databuffer tuning and load balancing at runtime, we can
usually beat even the optimal demand-driven scheme.

Also, in BIA, the demand-driven scheme is unable to
beat the performance of the homogeneous GPU-only case by
adding CPU cores. However, while the extra CPU cores do
not improve the application performance much while using
APC, APC achieves better performance than demand-driven
schemes for the 4 GPU 12 CPU core and 8 GPU 8 CPU core
configurations. Additionally, for those system configurations
where the optimal DD performance beats APC, it is usually
by less than 1%. The small improvement for APC when
adding CPU cores is due to the high performance for this
application on the GPU; when the GPU is 40x faster than
a single CPU core, 40 additional CPU cores are needed to
double the application’s performance, even while neglecting
the additional input partitioning and output aggregation
overhead.
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Figure 4. BIA: Biomedical Image Analysis; 4 Nodes; 20
25K x 25K Images Analyzed

As you can see from Figure 5 and from Table 1, the huge
speedup of the GPU as compared to a CPU core in the
SAR image formation based on backprojection means that
extra CPU cores do not improve the execution time much.
Even in the face of this challenging situation, APC works



well. The demand driven scheme shows a poor load balance,
due to the fact that it is oblivious to the amount of time
each databuffer takes to process in different processor types.
While the overhead for adding many CPU cores is high in
APC as compared to the GPU-only homogeneous cases, its
performance degrades far more gracefully than the demand
driven scheduling policy.
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Figure 5. SAR: Synthetic Aperture Radar Image For-
mation; 4 Nodes; 100 2K x 2K Images Formed

Tables 2 and 3 respectively show the number of tiles
processed of each size, and the total work area processed
by each tile of each size for APC on the SAR application.
Table 2 shows the number of tiles processed by each filter
type (in total across all 4 nodes); we can see the total number
of tiles processed by the system increase when we add
CPU cores in each configuration. Meanwhile, Table 3 shows
the amount of work processed per tile size, also broken
down by filter type. Here, we can see than in all system
configurations, the GPU processes more than 90% of the
total work area. However, we can see that even though our
overall execution time does not degrade significantly when
adding CPU cores in a non-optimal fashion (see Figure 5),
we are actually scheduling work to the CPU cores in such a
fashion as to not damage the execution time badly. In fact,
it is more likely the fragmentation of the work area into
smaller tile sizes that harms the overall execution time.

To efficiently compare the various demand-driven config-
urations and APC, we use performance profiles [31], a visual
tool for comparing various methods over a large set of test
cases with respect to some metric. The metric we use in the
following profile plots is the application execution time.

Each performance profile plot (in Figure 6) shows the
probability that a specific demand-driven configuration or
APC gives results within some value τ multiple of the best
result reached by all of the load-balancing schemes. The
higher the probability of small τ values, the more preferable
the method is. For example, the curve DD128 includes the
point (2, 0.7) which means that on 70% of the tested cases,
the execution time of the DD128 scheme was no more than 2
times slower than the best (fastest) obtained by any method.

Table 2. Aggregate number of tiles computed by each
processor type while varying the system configuration

Proc. Type & Number of GPUs / Number of CPU cores
Tile size 4/0 4/12 4/28 8/0 8/8 8/24
GPU 32x32 12 8 9 24 21 30
GPU 64x64 13 5 17 26 19 9
GPU 128x128 12 10 13 8 25 24
GPU 256x256 4 15 16 24 14 140
GPU 512x512 1598 1564 1512 1593 1584 1527
CPU 32x32 0 12 39 0 27 62
CPU 64x64 0 22 99 0 25 60
CPU 128x128 0 182 307 0 73 265
CPU 256x256 0 19 92 0 22 74
CPU 512x512 0 15 39 0 0 0
Sum 1639 1852 2143 1675 1810 2191

Table 3. Aggregate work area computed by each
processor type while varying the system configuration

Number of GPUs / Number of CPU cores
4/0 4/12 4/28 8/0 8/8 8/24

GPU 100% 98% 94.8% 100% 99.3% 95%
CPU 0 2% 5.2% 0 0.7% 5%

The DD-dev line represents what a developer would
likely choose as the static databuffer size for use in a
demand-driven scheme after examining Figures 2 - 5. Each
application would get its own tile size, but the same tile size
would be used for all system configurations. For the two
microbenchmark applications, we chose 128x128 as the tile
size. BIA uses the 1024x1024 tile and SAR uses 512x512.

What the performance profile shows us, is that of all of
the load-balancing schemes, APC is the most likely to give
desirable results. None of the other statically sized demand-
driven configurations gives reasonable results across all of
the system configurations and applications, bolstering our
claim that tuning the databuffer size for each application
is necessary. However, APC can schedule application exe-
cutions within 1.1 times the fastest result more than 90%
of the time and within 1.25 times the fastest result found
100% of the time, meaning that developers can now leave
the tuning of their applications to the runtime system itself,
and still be assured of good performance.

5.3. Sum up of experimental results

This section highlights the important points from the
experimental results.

Using CPU cores and GPUs cooperatively can be useful.
For both of the microbenchmark applications, with their
comparatively low speedup values, the addition of CPU
cores to help the GPU perform the computation lowered
the overall application execution time.

Static work partitioning leads to a poor load balance. Be-
cause of the wide variability in the processing rates for GPUs
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Figure 6. Performance profile of APC and DD with a
fixed tile size for all the system configurations for the
four applications

and CPUs, a static work partitioning and tile size will yield
a load imbalance. For instance, on the microbenchmarks and
SAR, the load balance is terrible when the optimal GPU tile
size is used.

Static work partitioning requires a difficult tuning phase.
To determine the correct tile size to use for a specific
dataflow application, a specific amount of work, and a
specific system configuration, developers must conduct a
search across all of the possible tile sizes. Unfortunately,
this tile size is not necessarily consistent across system
configurations, forcing developers to search again if the
system configuration changes (based on system availability,
hardware upgrades, or code changes). Further, there are too
many interactions at work to allow a static analysis of the
dataflow application to work well.

To address these issues, we propose APC which does
not require tuning parameters. Moreover, APC leads to
an efficient execution. The performance profiles show that
APC will overall achieve better runtimes than demand-driven
schemes manually tuned by the application developer.

APC performs reasonably on the worst case scenario.
SAR is really a nightmare application for cooperatively
using CPUs and GPUs. The application performs so well on
the GPU so as to make any possible benefit from additional
CPU cores be canceled out by the extra overhead required
to feed them with work. APC performs up to 31% better
than the fastest demand-driven scheme, and no more than
4% worse across all of the system configurations.

APC conducts a more efficient execution than any static
work partitioner. For applications with difficult-to-predict
tile speedup ratios, such as BIA, APC is able to handle the
extra complexity. Because APC is able to select a different
tile size for the each architecture, it is able give each
processor tiles which maximize their processing rates. This
allows APC to give the best overall processing rate among

the three 4 GPU configurations for APC.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented our method for adaptively
tuning the databuffer size and dynamically balancing the
load in dataflow applications. By conducting the workspace
partitioning in the dataflow runtime system itself, we can
adaptively tune the databuffer size and balance the load
among heterogeneous processors with drastically different
processing rates. This algorithm solves two problems with
the dataflow programming paradigm, one of which was
previously ignored or left to the developer to accomplish
with a tedious tuning process.

As part of our future work, we will extend our algorithm
to target more irregular applications, such as sparse matrix-
vector multiplication, string search, or applications where
the automatic partitioning step has less of a direct effect on
databuffer processing times. Additionally, we will increase
the scalability of our algorithm by designing a hierarchical
load balancing system, which will allow our algorithm to
scale to systems with hundreds of processing cores.

Finally, we envision this research as being the first step
towards a dataflow runtime system capable of optimally
mapping, scheduling, and tuning general, complex dataflow
applications for large heterogeneous systems. We believe an
adaptive tuning framework such as the one presented here
will be instrumental in designing such a system.
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